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Turkat: Two Poems
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It was here that first I touched the ground,
Here, in these shallow waters with long curve"
Of coral and mass of mangues on the hill.
The afternoon was in bloom when I climbed the slope
And rested against blue-tipped aloes.
I slept amidst rhododendrons and pandamus flowers.
My sleep was luminous and quiet
And the tip of the mast ·floated between violet reefs; .
Mother-of.,.pearl shadows lapped at opal prows.
There was no wind in the rigging but the boat
Sailed on towards vague, pale dunes
Drifting like emerald foam on unvoyaged sea~.
My mind was in a web of yellow crescents,
Until dawn ended the d~alogue between lagoon and beach;
The water purled but could not teli me how
The strand silvered-its loneliness and combers
Whitecapped their ecstasy. The years ran as if traced by $Carabs
And dived headlong into the final spray of spring.
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Between one stone and another little bronze ducks
~
Sail the surface of the water.
Wave willow and lime snake roots in the water.
"

Between one stone and another dogs bite the bark
Of willow reeds in the water.
Between one stone and another frogs leap from banks
Into the mirror of the water. .
Wave willow and lime shingles on the water.
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